Assembly instructions for the New England Trolley
A: Left hand leg assembly
B: Right hand leg assembly
C: Worktop
D: Shelf x 2
E: Front crossbar x 2
F: Rear panel
G: Central drawer support
H: Drawer front x 2
J: Drawer side panel x4
K: Drawer base x 2
L: Drawer rear panel x 2
M: Lockable wheel x 2
N: Non-Lockable wheel x 2
O: Ceramic drawer knob & screw x 2
P: Wooden dowel x 6
Q: Large assembly screw x 19
R: Drawer screw x 16
S: Small screw x 16

Step 1
Push 2 Dowels into the holes on each end of the rear panel.
With the left leg assembly (A) on it’s side, position the rear panel (F) onto the
leg assembly and secure with 2 assembly screws (Q).
Take each front crossbar (E) and locate onto leg assembly. Make sure the
counter-sunk holes are facing up on the top bar, and down on the lower bar
(shown by arrows). Secure crossbars using assembly screws (Q).

Step 2
Push 2 dowels into the holes in the end of the central
drawer support (G). Position the dowelled end of the
central drawer support onto the rear panel and secure
with an assembly screw (Q). The other end of the
central drawer support should be positioned between
the front cross bars, and secured with an assembly
screw through the top and lower cross bars.

Step 3

Position each shelf (D) onto the leg assembly
and secure each shelf with 2 assembly screws
(Q) on the underside of the shelf.

Step 4
Position the right hand leg assembly (B) onto
the trolley ensuring the tabs on the ends of the
shelves, rear panel and front cross bars locate
into the corresponding slots on the right hand
leg assembly. Secure each position with 8
assembly screws (Q).

Step 5

Secure drawer rear panel (L) to each drawer side panel (J) using 2 drawer
screws (R) on each side (the small drawer runner wheel should be nearest
the back of the drawer). Slide the drawer base (K) into place in the grooves.
Position front panel and secure with drawer screws (R). Fix ceramic knob
(O) to the drawer front.

Step 6
With legs facing upwards fix the locking wheels (M) to
the front legs using 4 small screws (S) per wheel and fix
the non locking wheels (N) to the rear legs using small
screws (S).
Carefully place turn the trolley onto it’s wheels, slide the
drawers into place and position worktop.
Congratulations, your New England Trolley is complete.
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